A general approach for the study of a population of testcross progenies and consequences for recurrent selection.
A model to study genetic effects at the level of a population of testcross progenies is presented. As there is no dominance for the testcross value, with the restriction of epistasis to pairs of loci, only additive x additive epistasis can contribute to the variance among progenies. To estimate the variance among progenies due to epistasis, it is necessary to have the population structured in families of full sibs, half sibs or S1, with only a few plants per family tested in combination with the tester. Using a two-way mating design to produce the families, it is possible to estimate the variance due to additive x additive epistasis. The consequence of the presence of epistasis is studied at the level of recurrent selection for combining ability with the tester. It seems that epistasis itself does not change the efficiency of the breeding methods considered. However, when the population from intercrossing is structured in families, it could be efficient to use a combined selection when the heritability is very low. In this case it would be efficient to produce full-sib families (by single-pair matings) at the level of intercrossing. The best procedure is to produce such families at the same time as crossing with the tester. In comparison to the classical scheme of selection for combining ability with a tester, such a modification increases the efficiency of selection 41.1% if an off-season generation can be used.